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Connecting artistic influencers and ideas 

 for global mission  

Lausanne Arts Facebook 

Lausanne Arts Network 

Lausanne Arts Blog 

The Lausanne Arts  Network exists to          

catalyze and connect artistic  Christians and 

evangelical influencers  concerning the role 

of artists and the arts for global mission—

through gatherings focused on biblical     

prayer,  reflection, training, and ministry action. 

We hold two mandates. The first is to the artists of the world. We aim to  

catalyze and call artists back to the service of the church in global mission 

through their specialized, God-designed creative imagination, intelligence, 

and artistic abilities and gifts. We aim to equip artists   biblically on the role 

of the artist and   artistic expression in life,  worship, and ministry. 

The second mandate is to the church and to the mission and  academic  

leadership of the world. We aim to call the church to  re-engage artistic  

kingdom  servants for the sake of  empowering   culturally relevant worship, 

evangelism, and compassion throughout the world. We aim to assist current 

mission and church leadership to realize that for the body of Christ to ex-

press itself fully in line with God’s design, we must involve the church’s 

artists as strategic  ministry practitioners of the church. 

 

The Fourth Lausanne Congress on World Evangelization, to be held in 

Seoul, South Korea, in September 2024, is only one part of the larger  

Lausanne 4 journey. We invite the global church to join in this journey, 

which includes ongoing cycles of listening, gathering, and acting—

together—toward seeing our fourfold vision fulfilled.  

Publisher 

Ann Boland 

Uday Balasundaram 

Catalyst for the Arts 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1159275907469264
https://lausanne.org/networks/issues/arts
https://lausannearts.org/blog/
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It is hard to believe we are nearing the end of 2022! This year, Inspiro Arts Alliance has been thrilled to see 

how the Lord has worked through the arts. We have been encouraged to see projects begin again after 

COVID prohibited travel for some time. Here are some of our highlights from the year! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In May, two of our team members took a trip to the Republic of Benin (located in West Africa) to set up a  

recording studio in conjunction with Africa Sings. Africa Sings is a ministry that seeks to foster peace between 

Christians and Muslims throughout Africa. This was a short 3-day trip filled with set-up and teaching, but the 

Lord worked to encourage and equip all involved. 

In June, we published the 13 th edition of VIVID magazine, focused on the role of artists in the 

church. At the end of June, several of our staff members were able to gather in Budapest, Hungary for 

a staff reunion. During this time, they also helped prepare for the Incarnate program ahead of 

its start in August. 

The Incarnate program, our major training initiative combining artist training and cross-cultural missions, ran 

from August through December. The students spent two months in Budapest studying the importance of 

artistry in God’s Kingdom, honing their artform, and learning from artist mentors. For November and          

December, they went to their placement locations, where they were able to put into practice what they had 

just learned. One of the students shared, “I had a lot of things I needed healing from and pressures I was 

putting on myself. There has been a lot of healing from everything from writer’s block to musical insecurities, 

and I’ve written on subjects I’ve never written on before. Sharing and friendships. 

God does keep His promises.”  



 

 

"Inspiro Arts Alliance"   inspiro.arts@om.org 

INSPIROARTSALLIANCE.ORG 

 

In August, a team member went to Tanzania to 

teach a group how to use their recently                

established recording studio. Just after this, she 

traveled to Jinja, Uganda to help record a local 

songwriter and train local sound engineers.  

 

In September, the same team member led a    training workshop in the Sahel region in Africa teaching       

participants about Biblical worship and local arts. 

 In November, we published the 14th edition of VIVID, focused on breathing life through the arts. Also this 

year, one of our staff members ministering to Afghan refugees through music was able to host four media 

and worship training conferences for a small group of Afghan church leaders. In addition, with the help of an 

Iranian actor and film director, the students were able to learn about film production and film a series of    

videos featuring Dari worship songs and prayer. The series will air in December on Sat7Pars, one of the    

largest Persian Christian satellite TV ministries. The Lord has deeply blessed Inspiro this year, and we eagerly 

look forward to what He has in store in 2023!  



 

In Arts+ the relationships and fellowship are as important as the business to be done, so coming together 

again and sharing over the first dinner was a great joy. 

After dinner, Jill Ford led a Panel Discussion based on the four areas of Arts+ ministry, involving Paul 

Hobbs (Artist), Bishop for the Arts Rob Gillion (The Church), Amy Williams (Academy/training) and Jim 

Mills (The Marketplace). 

Respective topics discussed were: 

How do you express your faith through your art? 

What are some of the ways you have expressed your own creativity in the Church? 

How did you become involved in the training ministry of Inspiro Arts Alliance? 

How have you been involved with artists in the marketplace in the European context and where do you 

see the need for creative renewal? 

Lively discussion followed around future challenges and opportunities in the four areas of Arts + ministry. 

  Arts+ Europe 

Arts+ Europe: Annual Gathering in Sofia/Bulgaria  

(8-11 Sept 2022) 

Visit the Website of World Evangelical Alliance 

 

Report by John Baker, Photos by Beat Rink and Verena Schnitzhofer  

https://artsplus.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c3e74b9205c7639d78e5306fc&id=8c197dd1f7&e=dee7a82f1b


 

 "Living Proof of a Loving God to a Watching World" 

The room in which we met was filled with       

inspiring  art from Bulgarian artists, a taster for 

the superb Local Arts Evening which involved          

Bulgarian instrumentalists, singers and poets, 

evoking ulgarian culture. 

On Saturday we had a lively meeting with 

around 20 Bulgarian leaders and influencers   

involved in the arts and, happily, it was firmly 

resolved to form a Bulgarian Arts+ Roundtable.  

Worship sessions on both Saturday and Sunday were 

filled with a cornucopia of cultural inputs and            

reflections based in a variety of artistic genres. This  

included multicultural worship, a deeply moving talk 

on ‘Hope in Times of Crisis’ by Bishop Rob Gillion, and 

reflections and prayers on the Ukraine conflict led 

by Fred Heumann.  Meals together at ‘The Palace of 

Happy People’ were times of lively fellowship and    

enjoyment and, as ever, we finished with dinner for all. 

 

The next day we explored the importance of 

artists (and others) having ‘spiritual mothers 

and fathers’ - people who can watch over them 

as they develop, giving wise guidance when 

needed and helping them to be accountable. 

Two interactive training sessions were held on 

‘The Arts and the Church’ and ‘The Artist in the 

Market Place’ led by Executive Leaders Beat 

Rink and Jim Mills. 

ARTS+ is a network of Christian art initiatives which enables regional, national, and                    
international “RoundTables” for the purpose of information exchange, mutual                         

encouragement, and co-operation.  



 

 

 I'm Barry Whatley, "Arts Mentor" with a      

Canadian Ministry with an  International      

focus,   Outreach Canada.  My ministry focus is 

to  restore and ignite the poetic imagination of 

Christians through meditation on the great  

poems of our Christian tradition.  

 My conviction is that restoring our poetic    

imagination is key to perceiving, valuing and 

communicating the beauty of the gospel. My 

strategy is to invite Christians (and seekers!) to 

contemplate with me these great poems and 

discover how our hearts are 

"strangely warmed".  

  I have recorded a series of talks on poetry 

and faith that invite participants to this     

transformative encounter with poetry.  The 

initial talk -- the poetic imagination and the 

gospel -- was recorded for the Global          

Conference on Music and the Arts in Mission in 

2021.   

 

 

 

 

Six new talks were       

recorded this month. My 

two most recent talks in 

this series present some 

treasures of Advent and 

Christmas poetry -- some 

of our greatest          

treasures.  My plan is to 

record two talks every 

two months in which I 

present and interpret 

great Christian poems of 

the past and present.   

Pray that I would find the best avenue to inspire  

Christians through these talks -- in person and in the 

recordings in 2023. 

Six new talks were recorded this year and can be 

found here.   

 Faith inspiring Poetry 

 

 

"The Poetic Lyre" Minstry 

Barry Whatley 

Arts Mentor 

 My strategy is to      

invite Christians               

(and seekers!)                   

to contemplate 

with me these great 

poems and         

discover how our 

hearts are 

"strangely warmed".

https://vimeo.com/user/22430224/folder/13400160
https://vimeo.com/outreachcanada/review/553215169/1a9a82e81c
https://vimeo.com/outreachcanada/review/763937734/38d0a0f13b
https://vimeo.com/outreachcanada/review/763937734/38d0a0f13b


Animation videos & 

 Global Media Movement 
In October 2022, I attended a global media 

movement webinar and got to know fellow 

Christians who were keen to collaborate 

with content producers. Praise be to God, a 

missionary from WEC who is based in France 

will translate my animation video, Bridge 

over troubled water in French and  to       

promote it in France so as encourage the French people in the end times which is very chaotic.   

(Click on  photo for video) 

Prayer request: Please pray that the use of my animation videos will be more strategic and that 

many nations, including France, Italy and China will hear the gospel and comforting message in the difficult 

times ahead. 

 

Art meditation in the Marketplace 
In August 2022, I led an art meditation workshop on my painting, the 

Road to Success, in the fellowship group at the work place.   

The participants reflected upon success from a heavenly perspective. 

We also discussed about joy and freedom from anxiety. 

 

Prayer request: Please pray that I can continue to use art 

meditation in the marketplace for stress release and trauma healing. In addition, I will be a facilitator in the 

Half Time ministry which helps people to find their God given goals in the second half of their lives. Please 

pray that I will be able to use art to bless the participants in this ministry. 

YWAM Children Books for Mission Course 
I have made some progress on the story about my dog and hope that children can understand God’s love for 

us through a pet. The target audience of my video will be Chinese children. 

            

Lausanne Arts Network 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IILj9DiL53M&amp;t=2s


Prayer request: Please pray that I will continue to make progress on the video and meet the      

project deadline. 

Children art class at the Vine Church 
In July 2022, I taught children an art class at my home church, the 

Vine Church. The title of the painting is ‘Little Prince – Dream a little 

dream of me’. The children learned that the Lord gives them 

dreams and their identity in Christ through art. 

Prayer request: Please pray that children will learn to 

use art to serve the Lord and spread the gospel to their friends. 

Art Devotionals for the Vine Church 
The Vine Church asked me to write a January Fast devotional for the congregation. The topic is on newness. 

The painting, The Valley of tears is about encountering the Lord in a valley and then flourishing in a new and 

abundant life. The other painting Seeking a new heaven and new earth is about migrants and refugees     

seeking the Lord as refuge in difficult circumstances in a new country. Eventually they will land in a new  

heaven and a new earth. 

 

Prayer request: Praise the Lord for my church’s openness to art ministry. Please pray that I can 

continue to use art to bless the church.. 

Seeking a New Heaven and  new Earth The Valley of Tears 



 

 

As we contemplate the devastating spiritual, social 

and cultural state of the Western world, and the    

success of the culture wars in producing a                

confrontational, belligerent society; we believe 

there is an urgent need for what Oss Guinness has 

called a third mission to the West. This third mis-

sion can be carried out by various means, but one 

critical aspect we have observed in the last years as 

we have studied and reflected on the nature of our 

postmodern, post-Christian paradigm, is that the 

ground has to be prepared for that mission to   

happen. And it is in this context that the arts and 

humanities play a vital role for two main reasons. 

The first one is that the arts can contribute to    

produce an atmosphere, and provide a platform 

where the exchange of ideas and their  discussion 

and debate can take place. The second one is that 

the aesthetic experience by its very nature arouses 

our  sensuous emotions and stirs a deep desire to 

search for all that is beautiful, good and true. And 

in this process artistic sensibility can rapture the 

soul into the realm of the non-material and       

transcendental, where the spiritual awakening can 

be encouraged.  

The Musical Animal Talk is a project we have been 

working on in the last two years. In the spring time 

we finished creating the music and the script, and 

in June we started the next phase of work shopping 

it with actors, singers and  small audiences in the 

US. We just came back from our American            

adventure and are thankful to God for provid-

ing  the resources and making this happen; and of 

course we are also grateful to all our friends who     

 

 

 

provided places to  stay, a car and other resources to 

contribute to this project. The experience was very 

positive and the feedback from  actors, singers and 

audiences have confirm to us that the musical is going 

to work; though we have to do some tweaking and 

adjustments.  

 Now we are in the process of rewriting some parts 

of the scrip and finishing the last songs. After this we 

will be  ready for one of the biggest challenges which 

is the recording of the music with a philharmonic   

orchestra and  singers; and that will take us to the last 

stage which will be the actual production. The musical 

deals with some of  the social and cultural issues    

going on in our society and touches on the issue of 

how democracies degrade and  tumble down. Now, 

given the moral disintegration and social turmoil    

going on in most Western countries, and the  fact that 

there is a strong bent on censorship and hostility    

towards dissenting or just different ideas and        

opinions, we  definitely need God´s protection,      

wisdom and guidance as we get into the production 

of the musical. In other words,  we are convinced of 

the great need for prayer and intercession as we carry 

out the completion of the project.  

 

Animal Talk Project  



 
 
The EthnoArts podcast continues to grow with            
listeners in 68 countries. It is being used in 
training   and  recruitment for different            
organizations. With 13  episodes   released so 
far, it covers local arts in church planting,                
contextualization, trauma healing, worship    
and more. These interviews and impact  stories 
show how God is at work in communities 
around the world using their gifts to connect 
with Him, engage with His word and share the 
gospel in these meaningful ways. 
 
You can listen wherever you get your podcasts 
or go to anchor.fm/ethnoarts-pod. You can also 
follow on Facebook and Instagram 
@ethnoartspod. 

 If you have a story to share, please write to :                
ethnoartspod@gmail.com 

Regarding this, a very encouraging experience we 

had in our workshops in the US was that as God 

opened the  opportunity for us to work with some 

none-Christian actors in Hollywood, and as the        

rehearsals went on, question  began to be raised 

about the issues in the musical. There were moments 

of tension and debate, but at the end, as we  encour-

aged people to have a reasonable and objective    

conversation, instead of getting into a confrontation 

or  dispute, it all worked out well and most of the 

ones who were contentious and hostile calmed 

down, and began to  acknowledge the need to be 

congenial and reflective to be able to debate issues in 

a reasonable way. Some of them  were even thankful 

and very interested in keeping the conversation      

going.   

So we are excited about what God has for us in 

store as we concentrate on carrying out the vision 

of helping prepare  the ground, through the arts, 

for a third mission to the West,. We would really 

appreciate prayers for guidance and  protection as 

well as for financial resources and people to join 

the team.   

https://www.arsvitalis.es/the-christian-

perspective/ arsvitalis@arsvitalis.es  

We wish you all a very blessed and 

happy Christmas.  

Hector, Lilli and Danny.  

Justin Randolph 

EthnoArts Coordinator and Consultant, Eurasia 

EthnoArts Consultant, Mainland Southeast Asia 

Associate International Ethnomusicology & Arts 

Coordinator 

SIL International 

http://anchor.fm/ethnoarts-pod


 

 

 

In the years leading up to the 2020 Tokyo Olympic 
and Paralympic Games, we planned for a flurry of 
activities including “REACH,” which would be our 
biggest art conference yet. The theme centered 
around artists and athletes. Why do we keep 
pushing through all the blood, sweat, and tears? 
Why do we sacrifice health, time, money for the 
performance? We are reaching for something   
beyond, something transcendent. In the            
conference, we would explore this fundamental 

characteristic of humanity, our common pursuit of beauty, and how God speaks through it. 
Dance would be a big part of the conference as few art forms are as “athletic” as dance. 

Unfortunately, the conference never happened. 

COVID shut down the country. The Olympics were delayed a year and then drastically cut. 
People were not allowed to gather. We still aren’t. 

During that time, Minato City Ballet Company in Tokyo creatively sought a way forward. 
They were forced to move online, but prices for cameras and live streaming equipment    
skyrocketed. Much equipment remained sold out for long periods of time. They invested in 
what equipment they could and learned how to manage streaming technology. The biggest 
challenge was how to continue their ballet school, the bulk of their income. 

“We must not stand still but keep moving forward.” 

Natsko Goto, Vice Executive Director, Minato City Ballet Company 

But they didn’t give up. They figured out the equipment, which platform to offer 
lessons on, and how to collect payment. They offered ballet performances online 
with live streaming, then with live audiences when allowed. 

 

How Beautiful are the Feet  
Roger W. Lowther  



In the face of these challenges, Vice Executive Director of the company and       
award-winning ballerina Natsko Goto, took up photography to spread their         
message. She photographed her dancers and entered the pictures in competitions. 
“How Beautiful are the Feet,” based on the scripture verse, won second place in the 
EPA international photography competition in Italy. 

How can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in 
the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone 
preaching to them? And how can anyone preach unless they are sent? As it is  news!”    
written: “How beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news!”    (Romans 10:14–
15) 

These verses are very popular at foreign missions conferences. Paul says that      
people around the world will not know the gospel unless they are told, and then 
goes on to quote Psalm 19, showing that the message not only comes through verbal 
proclamation but through everything made—by God and by man. This includes the 
work of dancers and every other artist in every nation and culture. The message of 
the gospel is beautiful, yes, but so is the means through which that message is    
communicated, the messenger and the feet of the messenger. Minato City Ballet 
Company actively seeks to communicate the message of Christ through their art by 
bringing the good news of peace and salvation and making this world a more    
beautiful place. 

The photograph “How Beautiful are the Feet” shows the feet of each dancer. One 
foot is in a pointe shoe. The other is bare. One foot is dressed for onstage and is   
presentable to audiences. The other shows blood, sweat, and tears. On stage, dance 
is beautiful with costumes, choreography, sets, and music. Off stage, dance is cuts, 
bruises, sore muscles, and injury. Feet are the means through which they bring the 
good news and preach the gospel. 

Through the pandemic, new ways open for artists around the world to spread the 
gospel through their art. May God continue to bless our creative efforts and give the 
strength to “not stand still but keep moving forward.” 

rogerwlowther.com, communityarts.jp, themakecollective.org, gracecitychurch.jp  

https://rogerwlowther.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=984a7f33ff16ea4136edb0252&id=cb9661d3ca&e=5b59effff0
https://rogerwlowther.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=984a7f33ff16ea4136edb0252&id=04c8721d79&e=5b59effff0
https://rogerwlowther.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=984a7f33ff16ea4136edb0252&id=3724b03fd0&e=5b59effff0
https://rogerwlowther.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=984a7f33ff16ea4136edb0252&id=3a9fe69528&e=5b59effff0


 

Looking for training on growing creativity in community?  

The Global Ethnodoxology Network offers two workshops:       

(Available for credit through Dallas International University) 

 

Arts for a Better Future: a one week get-your-feet-wet arts exploration event where participants enjoy 

inspiration, encouragement, skill development, and networking with like-minded people. Come broaden 

your palette of tools for cross-cultural arts engagement by learning how to be better catalysts and co-

creators for local creativity!  

Introduction to Ethnodoxology: a highly interactive and 

practical one-week introduction to ethnodoxology, partici-

pants will receive training in: 

• developing a biblical and missiological framework for 

arts in cross-cultural ministry 

• learning field research skills for the arts 

• gaining practical tools for multicultural  

     congregational contexts 

• learning songs and experiencing the arts of a variety of world worship traditions 

• how to integrate ethnodoxology principles into a community they serve. 

Register for ABF 

 

What participants are saying about the workshops:  

"This course is rich and challenging, and is immediately 

relevant to every missions or church context, from India 

to Indiana, Nigeria to New York. Our God is worthy of   

glory throughout the world, and this course will help you 

understand ways to encourage that outcome."  -

Ethnodoxology 

“This course catapulted me past the wall I have felt      

between my dream of Arts in Culture to praise God and 

getting started on that journey in a meaningful way. I am 

so grateful I came.”  -ABF  

Register for Introduction to Ethnodoxology 

Questions?  

Contact Laura Roberts  

Arts4aBetterFuture@gmail.com 

https://www.worldofworship.org/artsforabetterfuture/
https://www.worldofworship.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/a-multi-ethnic-group-cropped.jpg
https://www.worldofworship.org/introduction-to-ethnodoxology/
mailto:arts4abetterfuture@gmail.com


 

Study at DIU’s Center for Excellence in World Arts 

Spotlight on Arts and Trauma Healing  

This course combines biblical truths with basic mental health       

principles and teaches students how to address cognitive beliefs 

and emotions damaged by trauma, emphasizing local arts as part 

of the healing process for themselves and others.  Students are 

also equipped to train others how to become effective caregivers.  

Find out more about Arts and Trauma Healing  

Questions?  

Email: arts@diu.edu  

Robin Harris CEWA Department Chair  

https://diu.edu/course/wa5383/


 

WORKSHOP OF AFRICAN AMERICAN GOSPEL MUSIC AND SPIRITUAL 

Tuesday June 7 th , Wednesday June 8 th and Friday June 17 th 2022 at the 
Department of Music at the University of Ghana, Accra, Dr. Raymond Wise 
leads a discussion on the history and meaning of African American           
Spirituals and gospel music. He shared on how he managed to make African             
American Gospel  Music a teachable subject in the University. He also 
touched on   vocal and stylistic performance techniques.  A selected         
repertoire was  performed by participants. Music professors and tutors,            
musicians, singers and conductors of all levels in Ghana participated in the 
workshop. 

 WORLD MUSIC DAY SUMMIT 

June 21 st 2022, at the La Palm Royal Beach Hotel, Charterhouse, Organizers of the 
Vodafone Ghana Music Awards under the Awards scheme organized a summit to 
commemorate the World Music Day in Accra. The 
music business landscape is fast changing and so 
must the industry, if it is to succeed. What is success? 
What route(s) lead to it? How do you make meaning 
of your Music career in Ghana and beyond? What 

odds must you go against and what hurdles must you jump? Industry        
stalwarts, CEO Highly Spiritual Music, Kaywa, Record producer and creative 
entrepreneur, Kofi Beatmenace, GM 3 Group and Media General Group, 
Francis Doku and CEO GB Records, George Britton was hosted by Andy Dosty 
as they shared their experience, truths, facts and insights on the theme “Route to Success in GH Music” Mr. 
Rex Omar, Chairman of the Ghana Music Right  owners Organization Board presented an update on ‘Update 
and the way   forward for Ghamro. Bernard Sokpe, senior partner manager of Twitter did   a presentation on 
‘how musicians can partner with Twitter to amplify their craft’. The Deputy Minister for Culture and Creative 
Arts presented a speech on      governments inputs in the industry. The VGMA National Music Summit was 
powered by Charterhouse, and sponsored by Vodafone, further together. 

Dr. Amakye, University of Ghana, Dr. Raymond 

Wise,Mrs. Diana Hopeson, and Rev. Dr. Newlove Annan 

Diana Hopeson 

Enjoy this amazing Christmas track! 

Click to listen. 

https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Diana.jpg
https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Diana-3.jpg
https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Diana-4.jpg
https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Diana-5.jpg
https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Diana-1.png
https://youtu.be/xz-klXdd_ho


 

FOUNDATIONS OF MEDIA TO MOVEMENTS                  
NEXT COURSE BEGINS FEBRUARY 23, 2023. 

 

Enroll Now 

The early registration will be available. 

Save 25% off this course and Strategic Storytelling for 

Movements by signing up for them together as a bundle. 

Sign up to receive notification of future course               

offerings here. 

We are offering a unique free residential course in      

Chennai, India from February 13-17, 2023.                       

Register here for that course.  

Why Consider Media to Movements? 

The Church has decades of history in traditional media  campaigns 

using a broadcast approach, ‘pushing’ content out to large audiences. 

The game has changed with the advent of new media paradigms,        

especially social media. Social media is the primary way most people 

on earth engage with media content. It is no longer enough to tell the 

story you want to tell over traditional media or social media channels, 

and hope that you will connect with an audience. 

We must learn to shape our strategies and our content to 'pull' people into conversations. We need to 

learn how to connect with audiences that filter and search for the stories they want to hear, based 

on their interests and desires. This requires a radical re-thinking on our part! We need an approach that 

can foster deeper connections and make "disciples who make disciples" to saturate a culture. 

What Others Have Said 

"This class was a game changer. It helped me to think at a much higher level about how media could be 

used strategically in what we are doing. I can't wait to tell my colleagues about it! (Middle East field 

staff) 

  

Check out this Link! 

is a global community that accelerates the mission of the Church by equipping our gen-

Clyde Taber 

clyde@visualstory.org 

https://vimeo.com/445652293
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001NpWSl75xl3ykOlq8u7kmzmXMDd4Yx0L6a2hwqkR-ejjpLN60O_VU7fw1GGVQz_fjoyLRdZmmiQnNi-5Hi_kzRJ-pWfsbxZ5Wwuv2o4PROwhYeK0FcJYFX8vNUWDO7GPRbRHmlNQ07tKppcTjeiSJrg==&c=a4DuxetQAAN4YwEoKhJdB97_OgyoW1AbbTjkUJt7hX1JLNhqe1be2w==&ch=zW0Y6TfsqHAE


Jo-Ann Richards Goffe 

● Published one more issue of the KW Magazine: CREWShall Connections in Faith &amp; 

Culture (https://issuu.com/jo-ann/docs/kw-magazine_feb_2021.) 

● Taught four cohorts of students at home and overseas, how to read and write the 

Jamaican language. Now there are more people equipped to use the Jamaican 

language in ministry, especially in public readings of the Jamaican New Testament and 

using it in creating artistic pieces. 

● Built our YouTube channel. Most significantly, our Jamaican New Testament playlist now 

has over 500 videos! Our vision is that everyone who knows, understands or appreciates 

the Jamaican language will hear God speaking to them in that language at least once. 

● Taught a course in songwriting, which led to a new children’s song in the Jamaican 

We crave your prayers as we work hard to encourage Jamaican and Caribbean people to use their indigenous 

artistic gifts to worship God and to share the message of the gospel at home and abroad. 

Jo-Ann Richards Goffe is a singer/songwriter, lecturer, author, ethnodoxologist and global minister 

of the gospel.  As the shroud of COVID 19 is finally lifting in Jamaica, CREW 40:4 is working  at   

building relationships with Christian arts students at the leading arts  institution in the English-

speaking Caribbean. We often hear stories of  students entering the institution as Bible-believing   

Christians, and then  leaving confused. This is why we have for a long time had the vision of       

developing a mentoring programme for these special students. 

In the meantime we are happy to report that we have: 



November 2022 

Trip to Turkey Report – ICETE Conference 

Dear Friends and Supporters: 

God never ceases to amaze us!  This has been one of those years filled with unexpected variety.  Although our           
commitment to the work God has given us in various contexts (College teaching and administration, the education and 
practice of ethnodoxology, as well as musical performance and service) continued throughout the time, the unexpected 
events of the last 2 years around the world had given us the impression that our global season was coming to a 
halt.  Yet, God continued to supply support and encouragement through personal friends and institutional partners. 

In June of this year, I received an invitation to participate in and present a workshop in ethnodoxology for the ICETE 
Conference (ICETE: The International Council for Evangelical Theological Education) that took place in Turkey from     
November 14 to 18, only about 10 km from the ancient city of Ephesus.  There were approximately 500 participants 
from 80 countries.  The delegates represented a cross-section of theological educators who lead as presidents,         
provosts, professors, or in other positions in formal or non-formal seminaries and colleges, as well as representatives of 
Christian accrediting agencies. 

Within a matter of weeks of the invitation, the Lord saw fit to provide the bulk of the necessary funds for this 
trip.    Several of you, our partners, contributed substantially towards this incredible opportunity.  We thank you with all 
our hearts!  Your gifts allowed us to make new connections and acquaint multiple Christian educational venues with the 
perspectives of the field of ethnodoxology.   

The responses were very positive.  Besides those who attended the afternoon workshop, my wife and I had the 
opportunity to discuss it with dozens of people in one-on-one conversations.  Through these personal conversations we 
were able to begin networking with Christian educators serving in Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Americas.  It is our   
prayer that the Lord will open up doors to offer short seminars or even help introduce ethnodoxology into the            
curriculum of theological education in many places.  We will continue our conversation with these new friends, our 
brothers and sisters in Christ, about what their educational needs are, and look for ways to assist. 

This upcoming year will likely be replete with work, both at our College and at conferences and events involving 
World Arts.  We trust you will continue to pray for us and support opportunities to be a blessing to others around the 
world as they train Christ servants laboring cross-culturally.            

Yours in Christ, 

Elsen and Michelle Portugal 

 


